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OBJECTIVES: To examine the experiences with, opinions of, and reactions to online cancer information of loved ones of people with cancer.

SAMPLE & SETTING: 10 loved ones of people with cancer recruited from a pool of participants who completed a survey about cancer website experiences.

METHODS & VARIABLES: Qualitative, semistructured interview questions concerned the perceived value of and reactions to online cancer information. Responses were analyzed using a grounded theory approach.

RESULTS: Cancer websites play an important role, often serving as a first source of information. All participants said the Internet was helpful but could lead to negative emotions or misinformation. Future efforts should seek to mitigate the negative effects associated with the use of such websites.

IMPLICATIONS FOR NURSING: Healthcare providers should direct people with cancer and their loved ones to reputable websites that provide support in conjunction with information, or work toward developing their own in-depth resources.
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LOVED ONES OF PEOPLE WITH CANCER ARE VULNERABLE, DEMONSTRATING LOWER QUALITY OF LIFE AND HIGHER ANXIETY THAN THOSE ACTUALLY DIAGNOSED WITH THE DISEASE (Kuenzler, Hodgkinson, Zindel, Bargetzi, & Znoj, 2011). MANY LOVED ONES RECEIVE LESS INFORMATION ABOUT CANCER THAN THEY NEED (Friðriksdóttir et al., 2011), WHICH IS CONCERNING BECAUSE THEY ARE OFTEN RELIED ON TO PROVIDE CANCER INFORMATION TO THE PATIENT (Nagler et al., 2010). THIS LACK OF INFORMATION, Coupled WITH FEELINGS OF ANXIETY, MAY LEAD LOVED ONES TO SEEK OUT CANCER INFORMATION ONLINE (Kinnane & Milne, 2010), WITH RESEARCH FINDING THAT 77% OF LOVED ONES HAD VIEWED ONLINE CANCER INFORMATION AT LEAST ONCE (Lauckner, 2016). AMONG INTERNET-USING CAREGIVERS FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH SERIOUS ILLNESS, 84% SOUGHT ONLINE HEALTH INFORMATION, AND 52% SAID THIS INFORMATION HELPED THEM TO Cope WITH STRESS (Fox, Duggan, & Purcell, 2013). SEEKING HEALTH INFORMATION ONLINE HAS ALSO BEEN FOUND TO EMPOWER INDIVIDUALS TO MAKE HEALTHCARE DECISIONS (Seçkin, 2010).

However, viewing online cancer information may also cause distress for loved ones (Klemm et al., 2003) as a result of seeing frightening content (Han & Belcher, 2001). Research in this area with patients’ loved ones is scarce, but a study of parents of children with cancer found that many avoided the Internet because of fear of what they might find, uncertainty over information accuracy, and the potential for information overload (Gage & Panagakis, 2012). In addition, an observational study of college students (N = 34) found that 44% of respondents felt confused when they last searched for health information, 26% felt frustrated, and 15% felt frightened (Buhi, Daley, Fuhrmann, & Smith, 2009). The literature suggests that loved ones of people with cancer will likely seek out online information about cancer, but the usefulness and effects of doing so are unclear. Using interviews with loved ones of people with cancer, this exploratory study used a grounded theory framework (Glaser, 1992) to examine experiences with, opinions of, and reactions to online cancer information.
Methods
Design and Participants
The results presented in this article are based on the second phase of a two-part mixed-methods study. The first phase involved a one-time quantitative survey that inquired about participants’ (N = 191) loved ones with cancer, as well as their frequency of viewing online cancer information and their most recent information-seeking experience (Lauckner, 2016). The survey was developed based on previous research and the author’s prior content analyses of cancer websites. Scales developed for the study had adequate internal reliability, and pretesting of the survey helped to address issues of clarity and cohesiveness. To ensure salience and to increase accuracy of recall, inclusion criteria required that participants had a loved one diagnosed with cancer in the previous year or self-identified as a cancer caregiver. There were no exclusion criteria. Participants were recruited over three months using convenience sampling from discussion boards on cancer- and caregiver-centered websites, a health communication research Listserv, social media posts, Listservs of cancer organizations in the Midwest, and a Relay for Life® event.

Phase two of this research consisted of a qualitative follow-up interview conducted with individuals who completed the initial survey and indicated their interest in participating in the interview by providing their email address. The final sample for this interview consisted of 10 participants who were available to speak with the author. The results and procedures described in the remainder of this article refer to these 10 individuals and their interview experiences.

Interview Protocol
Participants who volunteered to complete the interview were emailed and encouraged to schedule a telephone interview with the author within three months of survey completion. The author read a consent form to the participant and obtained verbal consent to participate and be audio recorded. Using a semistructured protocol, participants responded to the questions in Figure 1, with occasional follow-up questions added. This protocol was developed based on the existing literature and was refined after an assessment of survey responses to probe findings.

Analysis
Interviews were audio recorded and transcribed. Responses were grouped according to interview prompt, and a grounded, qualitative content analytic approach (Glaser, 1992) was used to analyze responses on a question-by-question basis. The author analyzed transcripts for recurring themes that described common experiences and for interesting deviations from the norm. A panel of health communication and eHealth scholars, chosen for their experience in the subject area, reviewed the results for clarity.

Results
The characteristics of the sample are listed in Table 1. All participants were Caucasian women, with a mean

FIGURE 1. Interview Questions and Associated Themes

Use of and Reliance on the Internet for Information
■ How important was the Internet in helping you to get information about your loved one’s cancer?
■ Was it your primary source, or did it supplement the content you had gathered elsewhere, like from your loved one?

Distinguishing Features of Online Cancer Information
■ How did the Internet compare to other sources of information about your loved one’s cancer?
■ Do you think you reacted differently to different sources of information—for example, hearing information from your loved one versus reading information online?

Reactions to Online Content
■ What was your reaction to the information?
■ If you could describe your reaction to what you read in one word, what would it be?
■ If you could go back in time to this instance, would you do anything differently?
■ Did this experience have a significant effect on your mind-set regarding the cancer diagnosis?
■ Did this experience lead you to take any specific actions?

Opinions Toward Online Cancer Information
■ Overall, thinking about your experiences in looking at content online about your loved one’s cancer, would you say that it was more helpful or harmful?
■ Would you recommend that others in your situation go online to look at content?

No Associated Theme
■ In your survey, you recalled a specific time in which you looked at information about cancer in [insert month] of last year. I would like to get a little more detail from you about that experience. In your own words, could you describe that experience for me?
■ What motivated you to look online?
age of 35.9 years (SD = 14.48). Themes associated with participants’ interview responses are presented.

**Use of and Reliance on the Internet for Information**
Several participants indicated that the Internet was their primary cancer information source. One participant said it was “definitely the primary source, because I didn’t really get that much information from health providers.” However, others said that the Internet was supplementary to healthcare provider–given information, and some stated that its role had changed over time. One participant said, “Initially [the Internet] was my primary source, before we actually had an appointment with the oncologist . . . . Then it became supplemental to the oncologist.” This initial dependence on the Internet was reported by many participants who said that the first place they sought information was online.

**Distinguishing Features of Online Cancer Information**
Many participants discussed differences between Internet and in-person sources. Several remarked that online information was more detailed and varied, as reflected in the following statement: “The only other place I got information was from healthcare providers . . . and that was all very generic and quite limited . . . whereas the Internet provided scientific information as well as practical information.” This mention of practical information suggests that more support-based content is available online. The Internet provided access to “different stories” and to information about “how to cope.” These responses imply that healthcare providers may stick to basic facts when they communicate with patients and loved ones, which is why many end up going online to fulfill their information and support needs.

**Reactions to Online Content**
A few participants said they felt more anxious when getting cancer information online compared to receiving it in a face-to-face format, either because of the volume of online information or the lack of a “human” element. The nature of medical [information] is going to be, “Here are the facts about what we know about this particular medical issue.” . . . It’s just like a doctor who doesn’t have good bedside manner. . . . It’s a little scary to hear when they don’t filter it through the “Oh my God, this person’s terrified” kind of filter.

However, this was not a universal experience. Some participants said that, because of the situation, they were emotional no matter how they obtained information. Others preferred to go online because they could absorb information at their own pace without having to hide their reaction.

After viewing information, several participants felt sadness or fear. However, many also felt reassured or “cautiously optimistic.” This suggests that no universal response exists to reading online cancer information, but that individuals feel a mix of positive and negative emotions. This also likely varies depending on the nature of the diagnosis.

**Opinions Toward Online Cancer Information**
All participants said they would not do anything differently in terms of viewing online cancer information. Many remarked that, despite encountering information that induced anxiety, it was worth it to be informed. One participant stated, “Some of the information was hard to read, but I’m glad I did because I feel like it prepared me more.” Every participant recommended that others in their situation go online.
to find cancer information, but most added a caveat: Stick to reputable websites.

All participants said that the Internet was more helpful than harmful for finding information, although many recognized that it could be detrimental for those who are anxious about health issues or cannot judge the trustworthiness of websites. The Internet was primarily described as helpful because of its valuable information.

My dad died of bladder cancer in ’96. The only information I knew about my dad’s cancer was what I got from his physician. The Internet has provided me with much more detailed information about diagnoses and treatment and options and where to go and how to deal with side effects and what to expect . . . so I would say it’s been incredibly helpful.

Discussion

This research points to the pivotal role of websites in meeting the needs of loved ones of people with cancer. Most participants stated that the Internet was their primary and initial source of cancer information, whereas others said it played an important supplementary role. This supports previous research that has found that many parents of children with cancer used the Internet as a supplementary source after receiving the initial diagnosis from healthcare providers (Kilicarslan-Toruner & Akgun-Citak, 2013). Given that all the participants in the current study stated that the Internet was more helpful than harmful, websites appear to be valuable tools for this population.

Although some individuals felt anxious about what they read online, as has been determined previously (Klemm et al., 2003), they shared a sense that knowledge is power and were glad to educate themselves. Research has suggested that these loved ones then use this knowledge to inform treatment decisions and communicate with healthcare providers (Kinnane & Milne, 2010). Future research could explore methods of reducing distress for online information seekers, such as communicating in simple language, allowing opportunities to ask questions, and providing emotional support (Parker et al., 2001).

Limitations

This study had a small sample made up of Caucasian women. Consequently, the results may not reflect relevant cultural or gender-based experiences. Participants had a variety of cancer experiences, which improves generalizability, but this may have limited the emergence of themes according to specific cancer types or participant roles. Future research is planned to build on these preliminary findings with a larger and more diverse sample.

Implications for Nursing

Because loved ones of people with cancer appear to be determined to use online resources, nurses could guide them toward reputable and supportive websites to prevent negative experiences, such as www.cancer.gov (National Cancer Institute) or www.cancer.org (American Cancer Society). Healthcare providers could also evaluate eHealth literacy among loved ones to determine if they need support in navigating online materials (Lixin, Tatum, Greene, & Chen, 2017). In addition, providers could develop their own websites for loved ones or add content to their existing sites that combine potentially alarming cancer facts (e.g., mortality statistics) with supportive language to enhance coping. Future nursing research could seek to explore methods of communicating about online information-seeking in face-to-face settings to better address this behavior.

Conclusion

This research demonstrates the importance of online resources for loved ones of people with cancer. They are a valued source of information, despite the potential negative emotions that may result from reading such websites. Offering guidance and support regarding online cancer resources could have important benefits for patients and their loved ones in regard to coping with the illness and its treatment.
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